Product
Catalog
PROMECH is 100% Saudi owned company under Zamil Group.
It was established in 2011, Primarily focusing on the repair
and manufacture of pressure control, drilling and wellhead
equipment according to API.

Certificates
PROMECH holds multiple API certificates
including API 6A, API 16A, API 16C, API 7-1, API Q1
and IS0 9001:2015.
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Pressure control Eqpt.

All Valves Manufactured by Promech comply with the latest
ARAMCO and API-6A Specifications. Various types of valves
include Manual and Hydraulic Gate Valves.

Product Specifications:

API 6A/ARAMCO 6th Ed. Gate Valve

Monogrammed to API Specification 6A
PSL-3G (≥10,000 psi)
PSL-2 or higher (≤5,000 psi)
PR-1 or higher (≤5000 psi)
PR-2 (≥10,000 psi)
MR-DD (or higher)
TR-U (≤5,000 psi )
TR-X suitable for 0-350o F service (≥10,000 psi)
Forged bodies and bonnets, minimum:
a. ≤10,000 PSI: AISI 4130, forged, 60 ksi yield (85
ksi tensile).
b. ≥15,000 PSI: AISI 4130, forged, 75 ksi yield (95
ksi tensile).
Gates and seats shall be hard-faced in
accordance with ARAMCO WCM.
Alloy 625 inlaid ring grooves

Common sizes manufactured and stocked at PROMECH facility:
2-1/16" 5M
2-1/16" 10M
2-1/16" 15M

3-1/8" 5M
3-1/16" 10M
3-1/16" 15M

4-1/16" 5M
4-1/16" 10M
4-1/16" 15M
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WellHead Equipment

A wellhead is the component at the surface of an oil or gas
well that provides the structural and pressure-containing
interface for the drilling and production equipment.
PROMECH has built a strong capability to recertify and
manufacture the equipment in a very competitive manner.
These are covered under the API license API-6A.

API 6A Spacer Spool
API 6A Blocks
(Tees and Crosses)
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WellHead Equipment

Product specifications

API Adapters Spool (DSA)

API 6A Flanges

In accordance with the latest
ARAMCO specifications.
Pressure range - 2K to 20K Max PSI
Size range 2-1/16" to 26-1/16" products
Temperature rating P,U,X.
Material Class - DD, EE.
NACE MR-0175 compliant.
625 inlaid in RG as required.
Product specification level - PSL 2, 3,
4 and Gas test.
API 20E Studs coated as required by
client.
Painted according to client
requirements.

API 6A Adapter Flange
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Drill-through Equipment

Drilling spools are 16A Product designed to allow smooth
circulation of mud during the drilling environment.
These are used for BOP hookup. Our manufactured drilling
products go through a rigorous quality procedure to
guarantee smooth operation at rig.
Product specifications
In accordance with the latest
ARAMCO specifications.
Pressure range - 1K to 20K Max
PSI
Size range 7-1/16" to 26-1/16"
products
Temperature rating T-20/350, T20/250 Degrees Fahrenheit .
Material Class - DD, EE.
NACE MR-0175 compliant.
625 inlaid in RG as required.
API 20E Studs coated as
required by client.
Painted according to client
requirements.

API 16A Drilling Spool, Adapter Spool,
Mudcrosses
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Choke & Kill equipment

The choke and kill manifolds along with are API- 16C products,
used in controlling well kick & pressure fluctuations.

Product Specifications:

Choke and Kill Manifold -3D View

Crosses, Spools & adapters, Material used
4130 60 to 75 KSI as per 6A standard
H2S service.
Metal to Metal seal valves, PROMECH Brand,
as per 6A standard & Latest ARAMCO
standard
Design and manufacture hydraulic lines and
connection as per customer requirement
Skid design and Manufacturing as per
customer requirement
Suppling Hydraulic chokes from Aramco
Approved Vendors. SWACO, CAMERON,
NOV.
PROMECH provide 2-year warranty on all
PROMECH manufactured parts.
Common sizes manufactured and repaired
are as below :
a. Choke and Kill Manifold 4" 10M
b. Choke and Kill Manifold 4" 15M
c. Choke and Kill Manifold 3" 5M
d. Production Manifolds 3" 5M
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Choke & Kill equipment

Buffer tank, which is one of the major component of Choke
and kill manifold also comes under API-16C Product category.

Product specifications
In accordance with the latest
ARAMCO specifications.
Pressure range - 2K to 20K Max PSI
Size range 1-13/16" to 5-1/8" Thru
bore.
Temperature rating P,U,X.
NACE MR-0175 compliant.
625 inlaid in RG as required.
End Connectors are manufactured
according to API6A PSL 3, Material
Class - DD, EE.
API 20E Studs coated as required
by client.
Painted according to client
requirements.

API 16C Buffer Tank
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Drill Stem Subs

Rotary subs can be used to cross over from one connection
size to another and they are available with box X pin, box X
box or pin X pin As per API 7-1 thread connections.
Also They are available with three different design: Straight
OD, Reduced Section & Saver Subs.
Product Specifications:
Materials used for suction Modules are
generally AISI 4145H, Yield Strength 120KSI.
Case Hardened.
Manganese Phosphate coating is
generally used in accordance with the
client requirement..

API 7-1 Crossovers

Standard sizes for manufacturing
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Rotary Reamers

Reamers are tools used in the drilling operation primarily to
ream out the drilled hole to a desired size and also to stabilize
the drill string.
Our offered design utilizes a simple non-sealed bearing
design making it cost effective to run in many applications.
We produce roller and NBR Reamers available in a broad
range of hole sizes and offers a choice of three cutter designs.

Roller Reamer
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Reamer Spares

Cutters- We supply reamer
cutters of various types,
namely Shale type, Cherry
type, Rock Type
Bearing Pin- It is used to
house the cutters. Locally
manufactured to meet
the need of the various
rollers and sizes.
Roller Reamer - Exploded
view

Upper/Lower Block- This
part hold the bearing pin
onto the reamer. Usually
each reamer contains two
blocks.

Product Specifications:
PROMECH Reamer body is uses high range of hard material 4145H 120KSI
PROMECH thread connections are as per API 7-1
Three Points Roller Reamer has one set of cutters to allow the Roller Reamer to fit in almost
every application.
Suitable for almost all vertical and directional applications
PROMECH reamer component parts are All carburized and hardened to give maximum wear
resistance.
Promech Type "K" cutters are used in extremely hard formations, High grad of Tungsten
carbide buttons allows the reamers to fracture the formation and chip it away.
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Mudpump Spares

Promech has been repairing and manufacturing the
Mudpump Spares for various sizes as per client requirement
locally and with higher quality.

Product Specifications:

Mudpump Spares - (Suction
and Discharge Modules)

Materials used for suction Modules
are as per original OEM requirements
or higher.
PROMECH Offers two way of services
repair & manufacturing with very
competitive cost.
All Materials received from client will
undergo NDT testing to verify the
integrity before any repair.
PROMECH provide high machining
accuracy to assure engagements of
counter parts.
Common Sizes varies between 16" to
42" based on the client requirement.

FROM THE SMITHS
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Production Capability
Our Facility is fitted with various multifaceted CNCs and
machines, sufficient to perform operations including but not
limited to Machining, Welding, Milling, Gas/ Hydro testing,
Painting, NDT etc.
Fabrication and Machining:
Conventional Turning, Milling, Slotting and Radial Drilling Capabilities,
with up to 7M in length and up to 1,000 KG capacity.
State of the art CNC turning and Milling Machining with up to 60”
diameter work pieces and 10,000 Kg capacity.
Welding:
A variety of welding processes including Manual Welding, TIG – MIG –
MMA, and Hot wire Cladding (GTAW) and SAW capabilities up to 15,000
KG in capacity and 70” in height for both internal and external inlays.
PWHT:
Post Welding Stress Relieving capability with both a localized heattreating unit and a stress relieving oven at a capacity of 8 cubic meter.
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Production Capability
Inspection:
Qualified inspectors to conduct Visual and dimensional inspections, and Non-destructive
testing (NDT), including Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI), Hardness, Dye Penetrant
Testing (PT), and Ultrasonic testing (UT).
Testing:
Three Hydrostatic Testing and Gas testing units, up to 22,500 Psi with data recording split
into two test bays and a mobile unit for external testing.
Surface Treatment:
Blasting all types of products to remove rust and damaged coatings using various grit
sizes of both Coal Slag and Aluminum oxide to achieve proper surface roughness.
Heated painting booth that with a capacity of 144 cubic meter using both Self-primed
coatings and 3 coat system depending on the client’s needs.
Fitting:
Promech has high skilled and certified team to handle all well head and pressure control
equipment. The team has all special tools and machines to guarantee the precision of
assembly. The team dealt with many complicated products such as multiphase flow
meters, Choke and kill manifold, BOPs ..etc
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Production Capability
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15th Street, 42nd Cross, Industrial area No 1,
Dammam 32234.
+966-013-8924985/80
info@promech.com.sa
www.promech.com.sa

